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Abstra t
We study diagonalization in the ontext of impli it proofs of [10℄.
We prove that at least one of the following three onje tures is true:



There is a fun tion

f

has ir uit omplexity

 N P 6=


o

f0; 1g ! f0; 1g
2 (n) .

:

omputable in

p-optimal

propositional proof system.

We note that a variant of the statement (either
o

NE

that

N P.

There is no

NE \

E

ontains a fun tion 2

(n)

N P 6=

o

NP

or

hard on average) seems to have

a bearing on the existen e of good proof

omplexity generators. In

parti ular, we prove that if a minor variant of a re ent

onje ture of

Razborov [17, Conje ture 2℄ is true (stating onditional lower bounds
for the Extended Frege proof system
lower bounds would follow for

EF )

then a tually un onditional

EF .

The only method for demonstrating unprovability of a 01 -senten e in
a theory ( ontaining some amount of arithmeti ) is diagonalization. One
would like to adapt this to a non-uniform setting in whi h theories are
repla ed by propositional proof systems and 01-senten es by tautologies.
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This fails, at least in the straightforward adaptation. In parti ular, many
strong proof systems do prove their own onsisten y by polynomial size
proofs ( f.[5, Chpt.14℄). However, there is a non-uniform setting in rstorder theories where diagonalization gives non-trivial lower bounds.
To explain this we need to x some notation rst. By a theory we shall
mean a set of axioms, not the set of its onsequen es. We shall assume
(w.l.o.g.) that the language of all theories in question is the language of
bounded arithmeti theory S21. For a natural number N the symbol N is
the dyadi numeral indu tively de ned by: 0 := 0, 1 := 1, 2 := (1 + 1),
2k := (2  k), and 2k + 1 := (2k + 1).
Given a theory T de nable in the language of S21, let P rfT (y; x) be a
formula in the language of S21 expressing that y is a T -proof of formula
x. There is a anoni al formalization of syntax of logi (terms, formulas,
proofs, et .) and of the notion of provability (see [13℄ or [5℄ for details), and
its usual properties are provable in S21. Assuming that T  S21 , as we shall
do, thus allows us to use this formalization in T too.
De ne a diagonal formula A(x) satisfying:
A(x)  8y; jy j  s(x) ! :P rfT (y; dA(x_ )e):
where s(x) is any term and dAe is a ( anoni al) number en oding A su h that
its length is proportional to the size of A, and x_ is the formalization of dyadi
numerals. Then, by the standard argument, we have the following theorem.
(The ondition that T 2 NP is te hni al and implies, in parti ular, that T
is de nable and that the binary relation P rfT (y; x) is in NP and de nable
by a b1 -formula, and that all its true instan es have polynomial size proofs
in S21, f.[5, p.303℄.)
Theorem 0.1 Let
for any

N

T

 S21 be a

onsistent theory su h that

T

2 NP . Then

 1 the senten e A(N ) is true and provable in T but any T -proof

s(N ).
Note that the length of the formula A(N ) is O(log N ) and hen e the
lower bound is non-trivial, as long as s(N ) >> log(N ). A foremost examof the senten e must have the size at least

ple of this reasoning is the Finitisti Godel's theorem of Friedman [3℄ and
Pudlak [13, 14℄ (the theorem says that any T -proof of a formula ConT (N ) :=
8y; jyj  N ! :P rf (y; d0 = 1e) expressing the onsisten y of T w.r.t.
proofs of length at most N , must have the size at least N (1) ). Other, quantitatively more subtle appli ations, an be found in bounded arithmeti ,
f.[5, Chpt.10℄.
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One would like to adapt this to propositional proof omplexity. The
problem with this is not that we deal with rst-order theories (as we know
how to pass between them and propositional proof systems) but with the fa t
that A(x) is not a bounded formula and the instan es A(N ) translate into
propositional formulas of length at least s(N ), whi h is super-polynomial
in order to get non-trivial lower bound. An idea suggests itself at this
point: Try to use the on ept of impli it proofs from [10℄. This is what we
investigate in this paper. A variant of the idea of impli it proofs is re alled
in Se tion 1. In Se tion 2 we derive the theorem mentioned in the abstra t.
Its variant is derived in Se tion 3 and linked to proof omplexity generators
in Se tion 4.
The paper is self- ontained, assuming that the reader has a general ba kground in bounded arithmeti and proof omplexity (only basi things are
assumed), see [5℄. Let us just re all the terminology and some more notation. T ime(t(n)) is the lass of languages omputable in deterministi
time O(t(n)), i T ime(t(n)) is the i-level of the time O(t(n)) hierar hy,
NT ime(t(n)) = 1 T ime(t(n)), and E = T ime(2O(n) ). For a fun tion
f : f0; 1g ! f0; 1g, Cf (n) is the ir uit omplexity of omputing f on
f0; 1gn, while Hf (n) is it's hardness on average in the sense of [12℄. A
\proof system" ta itly means a \propositional proof system": It is a nondeterministi a eptor of the set of propositional tautologies in the DeMorgan language. A proof of a tautology in a proof system is any parti ular
omputation of the proof system a epting the formula. A proof system is
p-bounded i the proof system a epts all tautologies in a xed polynomial
time, and it is p-optimal i it polynomially simulates other proof systems,
f.[2℄. The length of a string w is denoted jwj, and a number is identi ed
with the string of its bits (i.e. jmj  log(m)).
A prominent proof system is the Extended Frege proof system EF . It is
the usual Hilbert style al ulus based on a nite number of axiom s hemes
and inferen e rules (sound and impli ationally omplete in a omplete language) that has an additional ability (via the so alled Extension Rule) to
abbreviate large formulas o urring in a proof by new atoms, see [2, 5℄ for
details. Alternatively one an view EF as a Hilbert style al ulus operating
with ir uits rather than only with formulas. The prominen e of EF omes
(at least in our ontext) from its relation to theory S21.
Finally let us re all a well-known translation of formulas into propositional formulas, just for the ase of A(x). Given N  1, there is a propositional 3DNF formula denoted jjA(x)jjN of size s(N )O(1) that expresses
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(by the fa t of being a tautology) that A(N ) is true. It is onstru ted
as in the proof of the NP - ompleteness of satis ability as follows. Fix a
parti ular b1 -formula (NP -de nition) P rfT . Formula jjA(x)jjN has s(N )
atoms for bits of a potential y, s(N )O(1) atoms for bits of a potential witness z to the validity of the NP -statement P rfT (y; dA(N )e), and additional
s(N )O(1) auxiliary atoms. The auxiliary atoms are used for naming bits in
the anoni al omputation of the truth value of P rfT (y; dA(N )e) with the
witness z. Formula jjA(x)jjN is built by indu tion on the logi al omplexity
of A and says that if all lo al onditions in the omputation are satis ed
then P rfT (y; dA(N )e) fails. See [5, Chpt.9℄ for details of the translation.

1 Impli it proofs of impli it formulas
The idea of impli it proofs is to represent a proof in a proof system, a
binary string, not by the string itself but by a ir uit that omputes any
individual bit of the proof knowing only its position but not the whole proof.
A proof an be, in prin iple, exponentially larger than a ir uit representing
it. Hen e a proof system operating with su h ir uits instead of dire tly
with proofs an be quite powerful. This on ept has been proposed and
studied in [10℄. In this paper we borrow the general idea of representing
long proofs (and, in fa t, also long formulas) by small ir uits but otherwise
we do not use anything from [10℄. Let us now pro eed formally.
Let w be a 0-1 string of length 2k . Identify i < 2k with ve tors
i = (i1 ; : : : ; ik ) 2 f0; 1gk ordered lexi ographi ally. We say that a ir uit
C (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) represents w i C (i1 ; : : : ; ik ) = wi (the ith bit of w), for all
i < 2k . Similarly, if W is a 0-1 2k  2k matrix then we say that a ir uit
D(x1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1 ; : : : ; yk ) represents W i D(i; j ) = Wi;j , for all i; j < 2k .
Let M be a non-deterministi polynomial time ma hine. For any input w
of length 2` and represented by a ir uit C (z1 ; : : : ; z`), for suitable k = O(`)
(given by the time of M ) and any 2k  2k matrix W represented by a ir uit
M
D(x1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1 ; : : : ; yk ) we an write down a propositional formula C;D
expressing that W is an a epting omputation of M (given by W listing
in its rows all instantaneous des riptions of the omputation) on input w.
M is only proportional to the sizes of C and D . Su h
Moreover, the size of C;D
a formula an be onstru ted as follows.
The formula has atoms x1 ; : : : ; xk ; y1; : : : ; yk ; z1 ; : : : ; z` for inputs of D
and C respe tively. Using these atoms any lo al ondition imposed on W
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by M (there is a nite number of them) an be written by a ir uit of size
proportional to the sizes of C and D (as a lo al ondition speaks only about
a onstant number of positions in W ). This means that the ir uit omputes
onstantly value 1 (for all evaluations of the atoms, i.e. for all positions in
W ) i all lo al onditions are satis ed on the whole of W . Using additional
auxiliary atoms for values of sub ir uits of C and D this an be expressed
by a formula (as in the proof of the NP - ompleteness of satis ability). To
M is a tautology i W is indeed an a epting omputation
summarize: C;D
of M on w.
We will need one additional formula, this time rst-order. Assume that
a ir uit C (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) represents a 3DNF formula 'C (of size at most 2k ).
Let dC e be its number ode. Then there is a formula BigT aut(x) su h
that BigT aut(dC e) formalizes that 'C is a tautology. This an be expressed without going through 'C : For any truth assignment y (of the
length bounded by a suitable term jC jO(1)) there is a term in the 3DNF
formula represented by C (this quanti es over inputs of C and not over the
whole big formula) satis ed by y.
We formulate the following lemma for the diagonal formula A(x) only,
but it holds for any formula of a similar logi al form.
Lemma 1.1 There is a polynomial time fun tion g (x) su h that, for any
N  1, g (N ) is (the number ode of ) a ir uit representing (in the sense as
above) formula jjA(x)jjN .
Moreover, the valid impli ation

BigT aut(g (x))
is provable in theory

! A(x)

S21 .

Proof :

The existen e of su h a fun tion g follows from the high uniformity (for a
xed formula A(x)) of the onstru tion of jjA(x)jjN as re alled at the end of
the introdu tory se tion. In fa t, there is a polynomial time fun tion gA(x; y)
su h that gA(N; i) omputes the ith bit of jjA(x)jjN (g(N ) is then the ir uit
omputing gA(N; y) for y bounded by a suitable term N O(1) ). Fun tion gA is
de ned by indu tion on the logi al omplexity of A from analogous fun tions
gB for subformulas B of A. The laim for the base ase of atomi formulas
follows as the lo al onditions are the same a ross the whole omputation
(of the values of terms in the atomi formula) and the algorithm omputing
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gB just needs to know a position in the omputation tableaux (i.e. the index
i) in order to use the appropriate atoms while writing down the parti ular


lo al onditions in the propositional translation.
The validity of the impli ation in the se ond part of the lemma is lear
from the de nition of the propositional translation. To see that it is also
provable in S21 reason as follows. Assume that y is a witness for the failure of A(x): jyj  x ^ P rfT (y; dA(x_ )e). Then there is a truth assignment f (x; y), omputed from x and y by a polynomial time fun tion f , to
atoms of jjA(x)jjx that violates the formula ( f. [5, Se .9.3℄ for an analogous statement and a detailed dis ussion). We laim that S21 proves (from
the assumption that y witnesses the failure of A(x)) that "f (x; y) does not
satisfy any term in the 3DNF formula represented by g(x)" (and hen e
:BigT aut(g(x))). This is showed again by indu tion on logi al omplexity
of A, the base ase being that of atomi formulas. For them the laim is
proved by the indu tion on the size of ir uits omputing the terms in the
atomi formula, i.e. by the length indu tion on parameter y.
q.e.d.

Note that the ir uit g(N ) has size, by the fa t that g is polynomial time
omputable, at most log(N )O(1) .

2 A theorem
Theorem 2.1 At least one of the following three statements is true:

: f0; 1g ! f0; 1g

(i) There is a fun tion f
(n) .
ir uit omplexity

2

(ii)



omputable in

E

that has

NP 6= oNP .

(iii) There is no

p-optimal propositional proof system.

Proof :

Before we start with the a tual proof let us re all a well-known te hni al
fa t (see e.g. [5, p.303℄) that will be used several times in the proof (in (2),
(9) and (11)): Any true b1 -senten e has a polynomial size proof in S21 . This
is proved by indu tion on the logi al omplexity of the senten e.
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Let us begin with the proof proper. We shall assume that all three
statements are false and derive a ontradi tion via Theorem 0.1.
(1) Let P be a proof system witnessing that both (ii) and (iii) fail: P is
p-bounded and also p-optimal. Assume w.l.o.g. that P ontains EF . Let
P rfP (u; v ) be a b1 -formula formalizing that \u is a P -proof of formula v ".
(2) De ne theory T to be S21 augmented by an extra axiom, a form of
re e tion prin iple:
P e) ! BigT aut(x) :
8x; y; u; P rfP (u; dx;y
Note that the ante edent of the impli ation is a b1-formula be ause the
P is polynomial time omputable form x; y (for xed
( ode of) formula x;y
P ), f. Se tion 1. This implies, in parti ular, that all true instan es of the
formula have polynomial size proofs in S21.
(3) Let A(x) be the diagonal formula from the introdu tion, with the term
s(x) being simply x. Consider the propositional formula jjA(x)jjN . The
formula is a tautology as A(N ) is true. The size of the formula is N O(1)
but by Lemma 1.1 there is a ir uit CN := g(N ) of size nO(1) , n := log(N ),
representing the formula (in the sense of Se tion 1).
(4) The set of all formulas jjA(x)jjN , N  1, is polynomial time de idable
and hen e we an use it as axioms in some proof system. By the hypothesis
that P is p-optimal there is a (deterministi ) polynomial time algorithm M
omputing from the string jjA(x)jjN a P -proof of jjA(x)jjN .
(5) The output of M is a parti ular a epting omputation of P , i.e.
an 2O(n)  2O(n) matrix W N en oding the omputation. As M runs in
deterministi polynomial time, Wi;jN as a fun tion of i; j 2 f0; 1gO(n) is in E .
(6) Assuming that also statement (i) fails, there exists a ir uit D (i; j ) in
2-times O(n) variables and of size 2Æ n that represents W N , for arbitrary
small Æ > 0. We shall hoose a parti ular Æ in the step (12).
(7) Take an instan e of the re e tion prin iple by substituting for x and y
the odes of D and CN respe tively:
8u; P rfP (u; dPCN ; D e) ! BigT aut(dCN e) :


d

e d

e

By Se tion 1 the size of CPN ;D is polynomial in the sizes of CN and
D, i.e. it is 2O(Æ n) . Now we use the hypothesis that P is also p-bounded.
Hen e there is a P -proof e of CPN ;D of size 2O(Æ n). Note that the onstants
(8)
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impli it in the O-notation are xed and independent of Æ. Substituting dee
for u in the formula in (7) we get:
P rfP (dee; d PCN
d

; De

e d

e) ! BigT aut(dCN e) :

The ante edent of the formula in (8) is a true b1 -senten e of size 2O(Æ n)
and has a proof in S21 (and hen e in T ) of polynomial size, i.e. of size 2O(Æ n) .
(10) Applying modus ponens to the formulas in (8) and (9) we get a proof
of size 2O(Æ n) the senten e:
(9)







BigT aut(dCN e) :
(11)

We laim that the impli ation:
BigT aut(dCN e)

! A(N )

has an S21 -proof of size nO(1) . This is be ause it an be obtained from an
instan e of a universal impli ation (provable in S21 by Lemma 1.1)
BigT aut(g (x))

! A(x)

by substituting for x the numeral N , and by proving dCN e = g(N ): That
is a true b1 -senten e of size nO(1) and has a polynomial size proof in S21 .
(12) Putting (10) and (11) together we get a size 2O(Æ n) proof in T of
A(N ). Taking Æ > 0 small enough so that 2O(Æ n) < N (this we an do as
the O- onstant is independent of Æ) we get a ontradi tion with Theorem
0.1.




q.e.d.

Let us remark that instead of using E and ir uit size 2 (n) in (i) we
ould have used T ime(t(n)) and ir uit size t(n) (1) , as long as there is no
polynomial upper bound for t(n). This follows by a padding argument or
by a simple hange to the proof above: Use the diagonal formula for term
s(x) := t(jxj) instead of s(x) := x in the step (3).
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3 A variant of the theorem
It is not diÆ ult to see that the property of a string to be the truth table of a
fun tion on f0; 1gn with 2Æ n ir uit omplexity, or even 2Æ n hard on average,
is in the polynomial time hierar hy PH. Taking the lexi ographi ally rst
su h strings (at least one exists of ea h length 2n, n >> 0, by a simple
ounting) we see that there is su h an f omputable in E .
If NP = oNP then su h an f is in E o = NE \ oNE . If, in
addition, E = NE then su h an f is in E .
This simple (apparently folklore) argument yields the following theorem.1 We shall use only Part 2 in Se tion 4 but we state also Part 1 as
it is a weaker version (if hardness on average is repla ed by ir uit size)
of Theorem 2.1 a tually: It is known, by [11℄, that the non-existen e of a
p-optimal proof system implies that T ime(t(n)) 6= NT ime(t(n)) (as long as
t(n)  2nO ) and also E 6= NE (the opposite impli ation is unknown but
Verbitsky [18℄ onstru ted a relativized world where it does not hold).




PH

N P\

NP

(1)

Theorem 3.1 The following two propositions hold.
1. At least one of the following three statements is true:

: f0 1g ! f0; 1g

(a) There is a fun tion f
;
(n) hardness on average.

2

(b)
( )



omputable in

E that has

NP 6= oNP .
E =6 NE .

2. At least one of the following two statements is true:
(a) There is a fun tion
that has
(b)

2

(n)

NP 6= oNP .

f : f0; 1g



! f0; 1g

hardness on average.

1 This

omputable in

NE\ oNE

argument has been pointed out to me by E. Jerabek, and has been also noted
by V. Kabanets, and repla es my original proof: A simple modi ation of the proof of
Theorem 2.1 shows that N P = oN P implies that N E \ oN E ontains a fun tion with
exponential ir uit omplexity whi h was then turned into a fun tion with exponential
hardness on average by the onstru tion from [4℄.
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4 Proof omplexity generators
By a proof omplexity generator we mean a map g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm,
m = m(n) and m > n, whose bits an be omputed in NT ime(m(n)O(1) ) \
oNT ime(m(n)O(1) ). This assumption about the omputability of the bits
is the weakest one allowing to write down, for any b 2 f0; 1gm, a size mO(1)
propositional formula b (g) that is a tautology i b 2= Rng(g), see below.
(The notation b (g) is somewhat misleading as the formula depends on a
parti ular de nition of g and not only on g, but we will ignore this here:
The lower bounds onje tured later should hold for all NT ime(m(n)O(1) ) \
oNT ime(m(n)O(1) )-de nitions.)
A generator is good if for a strong proof system P and with high probability in hoosing a random b 2 f0; 1gm, the formula b (g) requires very long
(in parti ular, super-polynomial) P -proofs. The quality of the generator is
measured by the strength of P and by the probability that b yields a hard
 -formula. At present it is not ruled out that some generator g works for
all P and all b. Following [17℄ we shall say that generator g is hard for P if
all b (g), for all b's, require super-polynomial size P -proofs ( f.[17℄).
The  -formulas have been de ned in [6℄ and independently in [1℄, and
their theory has made rst steps in [7, 16, 8, 17℄. I shall not des ribe
the development of the ideas and known lower bound results; this an be
found in the introdu tions to [8℄ or [17℄. Instead I shall brie y des ribe one
motivation and why we speak about "generators".
Proving lower bounds for strong propositional proof system appears
hard. In fa t, we do not know any su h lower bounds. A fa tor ontributing
to this is that it is a tually not easy to ome up with sensible tautologies that
would be good andidates for requiring long proofs even in strong systems
( f. [8℄ for a detailed dis ussion). The  -formulas seem to be andidates
worth studying in this ontext.
The word generator is used be ause some of the usual pseudo-random
number generators seem to be good andidates. In parti ular, a good
proof omplexity generator must behave as a hitting set generator w.r.t.
NP =poly-test ( f.[8℄).
Similarly as the existen e of good pseudo-random generators an be
proved under some omputational hardness assumptions ( f.[12, 4℄) we may
try to redu e the existen e of good proof omplexity generators to a suitable omputational hardness assumption too. This is dis ussed in [9℄ with
a broader perspe tive and in the introdu tion to [17℄.
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The most studied map in this ontext is the lassi Nisan-Wigderson
generator, f. [12℄. This has been proposed as possibly a good proof omplexity generator in [1℄ and taken up in [8℄, although the motivations (and,
more importantly, the hoi e of parameters in the onstru tion and the formalization of the notion of hardness of the generators2 ) are di erent. Let
us rst re all the de nition of the NW-generators (and x the notation in
the pro ess).
Let A be an m  n 0-1 matrix with ` ones per row. Ji(A) := fj 
n j Aij = 1g. Let f : f0; 1g` ! f0; 1g be a boolean fun tion. NWA;f :
f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm is the NW-generator based on A and f : The i-th bit of
output is omputed by f from the bits of the input that belong to Ji(A).
Assume that f 2 NT ime(t(n)) \ oNT ime(t(n)). Given parti ular
NT ime(t(n))-de nitions : 9v;  (u; v ) (juj = `, jv j  t(n) and  p-time)
of f (u) = , for  = 0; 1, the  -formulas are de ned by:
b :=

_:

im

bi

(x # Ji(A); vi)

where b = (b1 ; : : : ; bm ) 2 f0; 1gm, x is an n-tuple of variables and vi are
disjoint t(n)-tuples of variables. Clearly b 2 T AUT i b 2= Rng(NWA;f ).
Note that the size of b is t(n)O(1)  m(n), and hen e we get a size mO(1)
formula as long as t(n)  m(n)O(1) .
An idea, formulated in [1℄ in general terms and then quite spe i ally
in [17℄, is that NWA;f forms a good proof omplexity generator, as long
as A has suitable ombinatorial properties (being an (`; d) ombinatorial
design in the sense of [12℄: Ji(A)'s have size ` and the interse tion of any
two di erent rows has size  d) and as long as f is omputationally hard.
Spe i ally, Razborov [17℄ has made the following onje ture.
Conje ture 4.1 (A. A. Razborov[17, Conje ture 2℄)
Any NW-generator based on a matrix

A

whi h is a

ombinatorial design

with the same parameters as in [12℄ and on any fun tion
that is hard on average for

P =poly, is hard for EF .

f

in

NP \ oNP

Let us interpret the spe i ations. The parameters in the main onstru tion of ombinatorial designs in [12, L.2.5℄ satisfy: d = log(m), log(m) 
2I

shall des ribe neither the set-up from [8℄ nor the onje tured hardness in terms of
pseudo-surje tivity here as it is not relevant to the topi of this paper.
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`  m and n = O(`2).3 Writing this dually:
=
(1)
m = 2 n and ` =   n1=2
where  > 0 is a onstant (determined by the O- onstant in the expression
n = O(`2)). We are taking the maximal value allowed for m by [12, L.2.5℄
as that is the hief ase in [12℄, and it also links with [16, 17℄ studying
\fun tion" generators.
The phrase \hard on average for P =poly" presumably means that the
hardness of f in the sense of [12℄ is exponential, similarly as it is needed in
[12℄:
(2)
Hf (`)  2 (`) :
The onje ture requires that f 2 NP \ oNP . We shall relax this ondition
to:
(3)
f 2 NT ime(2O(`) ) \ oNT ime(2O(`) ) :
By (1) we have 2O(`) = mO(1) so (3) means that f is in NT ime(mO(1)) ) \
oNT ime(mO(1) ). By the dis ussion earlier this means that the size of the  formula will be still mO(1) . Thus this modi ation of the original formulation
of the onje ture seems quite harmless and, moreover, very mu h in the spirit
of [12℄ allowing to ompute the output bits of the generator in time mO(1)
rather than just nO(1) .
Nevertheless, (3) is a modi ation of the original spe i ations and so
we do not want to talk about Conje ture 4.1 in the next theorem. For this
reason let us formulate the following Statement R:
R Let g be an NW-generator based on an m  n matrix A that is an
(`; log(m)) ombinatorial design and on any fun tion f su h that the
onstrains in (1), (2) and (3) are satis ed. Then g is hard for EF .


1 2

Theorem 4.2 Assume that Statement R is true. Then EF is not p-bounded.
Proof :

Assume that EF is p-bounded. We shall arrive at a ontradi tion with
Statement R. If EF is p-bounded then, in parti ular, NP = oNP .
3 There

is also a onstru tion spe i for the appli ation to BP P with parameters
satisfying: ` =  log(m) and n = O( 2  log(m)), where is a onstant, f. [12, L.2.6℄.
That is not good in proof omplexity as a trivial proof of the  -formulas going through
all possible seeds would have a polynomial size.
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By Theorem 3.1 (Part 2) there is a fun tion f in NE \ oNE that has
exponential hardness on average. Having su h f we may apply Statement
R (suitable matri es A are onstru ted in [12℄) to on lude that EF is not
p-bounded. That is a ontradi tion.
q.e.d.

Note that if we postulate smaller m then although the size of the formula
might not be polynomial in m anymore it will still be superpolynomially
smaller than 2O(n), i.e. than a lower bound to the size of the trivial proof
going through all seeds.
An optimist may on lude that it only takes to prove a onditional statement in order to prove that EF is not p-bounded. A pessimist may onlude that if the on lusion of R holds even without its hypothesis then the
hypothesis is irrelevant. I think an interesting modi ation of R may be
obtained by stating it for one parti ular fun tion f , e.g. the hard bit of
the dis rete logarithm, and maybe laiming the lower bound for b (g) for a
random b with high probability, rather than for all b's.
I thank E. Jerabek and P. Pudlak for dis ussions
and suggestions. In parti ular, P. Pudlak suggested that some variant of
Theorem 2.1 should be relevant to proof omplexity generators.
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